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Abstract
Recent genome-wide association studies (GWAS) have shown that temperament is strongly inﬂuenced by more than
700 genes that modulate associative conditioning by molecular processes for synaptic plasticity and long-term
learning and memory. The results were replicated in three independent samples despite variable cultures and
environments. The identiﬁed genes were enriched in pathways activated by behavioral conditioning in animals,
including the two major molecular pathways for response to extracellular stimuli, the Ras-MEK-ERK and the PI3K-AKTmTOR cascades. These pathways are activated by a wide variety of physiological and psychosocial stimuli that vary in
positive and negative valence and in consequences for health and survival. Changes in these pathways are
orchestrated to maintain cellular homeostasis despite changing conditions by modulating temperament and its
circadian and seasonal rhythms. In this review we ﬁrst consider traditional concepts of temperament in relation to the
new genetic ﬁndings by examining the partial overlap of alternative measures of temperament. Then we propose a
deﬁnition of temperament as the disposition of a person to learn how to behave, react emotionally, and form
attachments automatically by associative conditioning. This deﬁnition provides necessary and sufﬁcient criteria to
distinguish temperament from other aspects of personality that become integrated with it across the life span. We
describe the effects of speciﬁc stimuli on the molecular processes underlying temperament from functional,
developmental, and evolutionary perspectives. Our new knowledge can improve communication among
investigators, increase the power and efﬁcacy of clinical trials, and improve the effectiveness of treatment of
personality and its disorders.

Introduction
Observers since antiquity have suggested that children
are born with a natural disposition or style of how they
react behaviorally and emotionally to diverse physiological, psychosocial, and energetic stimuli1–3. This innate
biological disposition was called a person’s temperament
and originally referred to a person’s animal-like nature as
manifest in habitual patterns of automatic activity and
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emotional reactivity (temper)1–6. When measured in this
traditional way, temperament is moderately stable on
average throughout a person’s life span, but can be
modiﬁed by behavioral conditioning5–8. Despite moderate
stability, there is also substantial complexity in the
development of temperament, including multi-ﬁnality
(i.e., a particular proﬁle of traits in early childhood may
have different outcomes later) and equi-ﬁnality (i.e., different proﬁles of traits in early childhood may have the
same outcome later)9–12.
In contrast, the other aspects of personality that were
presumed since antiquity to distinguish humans from
ancestral animals were collectively called a person’s
character. Kant deﬁned character as what people make of
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themselves intentionally3. Put another way, character is
the self-regulatory aspect of personality—that is, the way a
person shapes and adapts responses to ever-changing
external and internal conditions6. These self-regulatory
processes include the executive, legislative, and judicial
functions necessary for mental self-government and selfactualization of identity13. When measured in this way,
the self-regulatory aspects of personality develop in
incremental steps across the life span as people learn
episodically from their personal, social, and cultural
experiences what goals and activities interest them and
why some goals may be more valuable and fulﬁlling than
others13–15.
Many modern scholars and researchers have suggested
a variety of empirical ways to distinguish temperament
from other aspects of personality7,16–22. Others prefer to
lump all aspects of personality together in proﬁles or sets
of linear factors, suggesting that adult personality is
essentially a culturally conditioned expression of childhood temperament23,24 despite their modest and complex
patterns of empirical association10–14,25–29. Nevertheless,
temperament involves emotional drives that are irrational
and vary quantitatively in strength, whereas the selfregulatory components of personality have several properties that qualitatively distinguish them from temperament, as summarized in Table 1. Temperament has
traditionally been distinguished from other aspects of
personality by observations about its neurobiology,
appearance in infancy, distinctive styles of automatic
behavioral and emotional reactions, absence of intentional
self-control or self-awareness, stability across the life span,
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heritability, and/or the evolutionary conservation of
underlying molecular processes1–8,13–19,30–40.
Unfortunately, the various criteria suggested to deﬁne
temperament do not overlap fully and can even contradict
one another at times. For example, high heritability or
developmental stability has each been used as a criterion
for temperament, which leads to disagreements about
how to deﬁne temperament because they do not identify
the same individuals7,8,41. Development in infancy is
another criterion used to identify components of temperament, but not all cognitive-behavioral features that
develop in infancy involve patterns of automatic reactivity
that are highly conserved in the evolution of all animals: in
particular, some aspects of executive attention and
effortful self-control emerged only late in evolution
among great apes42,43 but begin to develop in early
childhood and then mature in steps across the life
span17,19. Nevertheless, some recent temperament theorists have included such self-regulatory functions as temperament on the basis of their being heritable and
beginning to emerge in early childhood17, even though
they do not satisfy the other traditional distinguishing
features of temperament.
Such deﬁnitional inconsistencies have arisen in part for
the convenience of investigators with expertise in working
with particular methods and samples. For example, some
temperament investigators focus on cross-sectional
assessments of young children and focus on whatever is
present in early childhood. Others do longitudinal studies
and focus on developmental stability, while others study
inheritance in family and twin studies.

Table 1 Features traditionally used to distinguish temperament from character (i.e., other aspects of personality)
Component of

Temperament

Character

References

Presumed to be strongly biologically determined by

Often suggested to be learned by experience, but such

1–7,18,19,30–34

Personality
Biology

innate predisposition (“constitution”), and objectively

learning may be regulated by innate predispositions to

related automatic behavioral and emotional reactions

learn in response to personal, social, and cultural
experience and subjective processes in self-awareness

Behavior

Automatic activity & emotionality

Regulation of behavior by Goals and Values

1–4

Learning

Procedural (How)

Intentional (What) and Evaluative (When/Where/Why)

1,2,5,6

Emotion

Basic/primary (e.g., fear, happiness)

Differentiated/secondary (e.g., shame, compassion)

18,30–34

Development

Moderately stable from infancy onward

Appears after infancy and matures by succession of

1–3,6,7,19

later steps into adulthood
Heritability

Strong & independent of social learning and culture

Either weak or strong, & inﬂuenced by social and

6,18,33,35,37

cultural learning (norm-favoring)
Evolution

Temperament as habit learning is highly conserved in all Intentional self-regulatory functions begin to be
animals

expressed as basic emotions and attachments in
mammals and become well-developed in higher
primates

4,33,36,38,39,42
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In addition, temperament investigators have sometimes
relied too heavily on simplistic dichotomies like nature
versus nurture, biology versus learning, and genes versus
environment. Such dichotomies are totally inadequate to
describe the complex phenotypic, genotypic, and environmental architecture of human personality25–27. For
example, human beings have three distinct systems of
learning and memory that are strongly associated with
different components of personality: associative conditioning (i.e., how we learn to react automatically,
including classical and operant conditioning), intentionality (i.e., what we learn as goals to purposefully seek,
including self-direction and social cooperation for personal or mutual beneﬁt), and self-awareness (i.e., when,
where, and why we learn, including autobiographical
memory with imaginative shifts in perspective taking
underlying science, art, and spirituality)27,44–46. Each of
these systems of learning is dissociable from the others,
and each is moderately heritable, related to distinct brain
circuitry, and their integration across the life span
involves strong gene-environmental interactions in
adapting to a wide variety of physiological, psychosocial,
and energetic stimuli27.
We hypothesized that the distinction between temperament and character was more likely to be speciﬁed by
identifying which system of learning and memory underlies temperament, not whether temperament is due to
nature (genes and biology) rather than nurture (environment and learning)6,25,26. Consequently, the effective
translation of knowledge about temperament requires
attention to the complex architecture of personality along
with knowledge of its evolution and complex patterns of
development in individuals8,14,42,47–49.
Fortunately, we have recently used data-driven methods
to identify single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) that
map to 972 genes that explained nearly all the variability
in temperament and character expected from twin studies
in three independent samples of Finns, Germans, and
Koreans25–27. These 972 genes include 245 associated
with temperament only, 236 with character only, and 491
with both temperament and character. As shown in Fig. 1,
the genes associated with temperament were more often
protein-coding DNA genes than those associated with
character25–27, which were more often long non-coding
RNA genes or pseudogenes that inﬂuence the regulation
of expression of protein-coding genes, coordination of the
co-expression of sets of genes, and chromatin remodeling50–52. Most of the 736 genes associated with temperament are protein-coding genes involved in cellular
processes of synaptic plasticity, associative conditioning,
and related processes of stress reactivity and neurotransmission. The genes associated with personality were
nearly always expressed in the brain (Supplementary Fig.
1). However, their brain functions frequently depended on
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Fig. 1 Distribution of biotypes of 972 genes associated with
temperament and/or character, including long non-coding RNA
(lncRNA), other non-coding RNA (ncRNA), protein-coding genes,
pseudogenes, and others. Genes associated with temperament are
more often protein-coding than those associated with character,
which are more often genes with regulatory functions (lncRNAs and
pseudogenes). Figure is reproduced from Fig. 4c of Zwir et al.27, Three
Genetic-Environmental Networks for Human Personality)

interactions with genes for general housekeeping functions, such as the regulation of energy metabolism, cellular repair, and circadian rhythms, which occur in most
or all cell-types and are associated with both temperament
and character (Supplementary Fig. 1)53,54. These ﬁndings
conﬁrmed our hypothesis that the highly conserved
molecular processes that regulate associative conditioning
in experimental animals account for the heritability of
human temperament. Our ﬁndings were conﬁrmed in
blindly independent replications by GWAS25,26 and by
independent studies of gene expression during habit
learning in experimental animals25–27.
However, all our studies were conducted using the
Temperament and Character Inventory (TCI) in which
heritable dimensions of temperament are assessed by
scales that measure individual differences in disposition to
associative conditioning in response to signals of punishment (i.e., Harm Avoidance: fearful, shy), novelty (i.e.,
Novelty Seeking: exploratory, impulsive-aggressive), signals of reward (i.e., Reward Dependence: attached,
approval-seeking), and intermittent reinforcement (i.e.,
Persistence: determined, ambitious)26. Therefore, here we
will review the relations of our temperament measures
with alternative modern measures of temperament. We
will also review the habitual patterns of behavioral activity
and emotional reactivity to various physiological, psychosocial, and energetic stimuli expected from traditional
concepts of temperament with those observed for the
molecular pathways we uncovered for temperament (i.e.,
Ras-MEK-ERK and PI3K-AKT-mTOR pathways). Finally,
we will discuss the research and clinical implications of
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our ﬁndings about the complex genetics and biology of
temperament for translational psychiatry.
Our new molecular ﬁnding and this review of several
complementary lines of temperament research provide an
excellent opportunity to build consensus within the
diverse ﬁeld of temperament research and practice, which
has been lacking17,22. We hope to clarify controversies
among temperament researchers who use different
assessment methods and study different groups of subjects without losing the complementary insights that may
be derived from the different strategies that have been
employed in studying temperament. Establishing a consensus in which complementary lines of research may
help us all to translate the extensive work that has been
and is being done into a more comprehensive model of
human development could facilitate a more realistic
understanding of many complex aspects of temperament
and personality that are important for understanding and
promoting healthy development.

Partial overlap of concepts of temperament
Early descriptions of temperament focused on formal
features of patterns of habitual behavioral activity and
emotional reactivity that could be directly observed to
response to environmental perturbations. In particular,
seasonal variation in temperature (cold/hot) and rainfall
(wet/dry) appeared to elicit individual differences in
behavior and emotional reactions, and such observations
gave rise to the ancient model of four temperament
types2,3,55. These ancient temperament types were also
distinguishable in terms of emotional style, valence of
mood, intensity of arousal, and responses to rewards,
novelty, and punishment, as summarized in Supplementary Table 1.
There has been no consensus about the optimal way to
measure temperament based on these general distinguishing features, so a variety of measurement approaches
have been used7,12,17. In order to relate the new molecular
ﬁndings about the TCI to other models, we will ﬁrst
describe how the TCI measures temperament and then
compare it to several alternative measures in order to
assess the extent of their concordance conceptually and
empirically.
TCI measures of temperament

The Temperament and Character Inventory was
developed as a neurobiologically-based model of the
evolution of learning by extending the research of Jeffrey
Gray on the relationship of associative conditioning in
experimental animals to adult human personality39,56. Put
another way, the TCI measures individual differences in
behavioral and emotional style, which Thomas and Chess5
described as how a person acts automatically from disposition and habit, rather than the intentional and self-
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regulatory aspects of personality that specify what, when,
where, or why they act as they do.
Speciﬁcally, the TCI measures four temperament
dimensions that have been empirically conﬁrmed to
quantify individual differences in associative conditioning
and related human brain circuitry: Harm Avoidance (i.e.,
fearful, pessimistic vs. risk-taking, optimistic)57–59,
Novelty Seeking (i.e., impulsive, excitable vs. deliberate,
reserved)60,61, Reward Dependence (i.e., sociable, sentimental vs. detached, objective)58,61, and Persistence (i.e.,
determined, ambitious vs. easily discouraged, underachieving)62,63. High and low scorers on all the subscales
of TCI temperament and character are given in Supplementary Table 2 to help relate TCI variables to the terminology of other measures. Harm Avoidance is an
indicator of negative valence that measures passiveavoidance learning and increased sensitivity to behavioral inhibition in response to fearful stimuli, which is
mediated by activation of the amygdala, subgenual cingulate cortex, and the insular salience network59,64,65.
Novelty Seeking is an indicator of positive valence that
measures behavioral activity to approach and explore
novel stimuli66,67, even if they do not predict rewards61. In
contrast, Reward Dependence is characterized by social
attachment and approach to rewards based on a different
pattern of activation of dopaminergic neurons in the
nucleus accumbens and substantia nigra from that seen in
association with Novelty Seeking61 and on oxytocinergic
neurons in the hypothalamus68. Persistence measures
individual differences in rates of extinction of intermittently rewarded behaviors in response to frustrative
non-reward, which is mediated by activating a brain circuit connecting the nucleus accumbens, anterior cingulate, and ventrolateral frontal cortex62,63. Furthermore,
these brain circuits for behavioral conditioning are
modulated by regulation of the co-expression of sets of
genes in the two major molecular pathways for response
to extracellular stimuli: the Ras-MEK-ERK pathway and
the PI3K-AKT-mTOR pathways25–27, as will be described
after reviewing the relations of the TCI to other ways of
measuring temperament in children and adults.
Strelau temperament inventory

Jan Strelau has produced a well-validated measure of
temperament that is perhaps closest to the classical
description of temperament by Kant3,4. Rather than
speculating about temperaments being mixtures of various bodily ﬂuids, Kant introduced the notion that temperaments could be recognized by observation of the
formal characteristics of their behavior, which involve
their energetic and temporal style rather than the content,
situation, or goals of the behavior. Likewise Strelau
observed that the most frequent and consistent indicators
of temperament were its biological basis, presence since
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early childhood, appearance in both man and animals, and
the formal characteristics of behavior as described by
Kant4,69. Strelau found that the two formal characteristics
of behavior emphasized by Kant (i.e., activity and emotional reactivity) had strong effects on the regulation of a
person’s style and engagement in various behaviors and
situations according to their stimulus value and psychophysiological costs. Accordingly, his inventory, the Formal
Characteristics of Behavior–Temperament Inventory
(FCB-TI), measures self-reports of six formal characteristics of behavior in adults: Emotional reactivity (i.e.,
intense arousal), Briskness (i.e., quick tempo of response
with mobility and ﬂexibility), Sensory Sensitivity (i.e., low
stimulus threshold), Activity (i.e., high energy level and
social activity), Perseverance (i.e., persistence of action
after cessation of reinforcing stimulation), and Endurance
(i.e., tenacity despite long and intense stimulation). He has
shown that his measures are moderately heritable and
stable, and that they have strong correlations with other
measures of temperament and personality, including the
TCI, Pavlovian Temperament Survey (PTS), Buss and
Plomin’s Emotionality–Activity–Sociability (EAS) inventory, the Eysenck Personality Questionnaire-Revised
(EPQ-R)4,69, and the Revised Dimensions of Temperament Survey (DOTS-R) based on the features of behavioral
style reported by Thomas and Chess to be moderately
stable throughout childhood and adolescence70 (Table 2).
TCI Harm Avoidance was the temperament most
strongly correlated with the features of Strelau’s inventory, whereas none of the TCI character measures had
strong correlations with the formal energetic and temporal characteristics of behavioral style. As shown in
Table 2, Emotional Reactivity correlated strongly (r > 0.7)
with TCI Harm Avoidance and EPQ Neuroticism, and
moderately (0.7 > r > 0.35) with low scores on Pavlovian
Mobility and Strength of Excitation and with high scores
on negative emotions (distress, fear, anger) on the EAS.
Activity is correlated strongly with EPQ Extraversion and
moderately with TCI (low Harm Avoidance and high
Novelty Seeking). Strelau’s formal characteristics were
weakly correlated with DOTS-R measures of Thomas and
Chess’s behavioral styles related to patterns of Adaptability (i.e., approach vs. withdrawal, ﬂexibility vs. rigidity,
mood quality) and Attentional Focus (i.e., low distractibility, persistence), but there were no signiﬁcant correlations with Rhythmicity (i.e., regularity in sleep, eating, or
other daily habits). Except for the weak correlations
observed for Sensory Sensitivity, all of Strelau’s measures
of the formal energetic and temporal characteristics of
behavioral style have strong to moderate correlations with
one or more TCI temperament traits and with factors in
other tests, but not with TCI character traits. TCI temperament traits, but not character traits, also show
rhythmicity, as discussed later.
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The structural concordance of the four TCI temperaments with other measures of temperament has also been
conﬁrmed by their joint factor analysis with temperament
as measured by the FCB-TI, EAS, and the DOTS-R in the
Young Finns Study in 1997 when the 2106 participants
were 20–35 years of age (Supplementary Table 3)71. Four
factors corresponding to the four TCI temperaments were
also identiﬁed by factor loadings over 0.5 of scales from
the other tests: (1) Harm Avoidance along with FCB-TI
Emotional Reactivity and EAS Negative Emotionality; (2)
Reward Dependence along with EAS Sociability; (3)
Novelty Seeking along with EAS and FCB-TI Activity; (4)
Persistence along with DOTS-R Persistence. In addition,
DOTS-R contained two factors with loadings over 0.5 that
were not represented by the other tests: Rhythmicity
(regularity in daily activities, sleep, and eating) and Flexibility, as was also observed by Strelau (Table 1).
New York and Colorado surveys of childhood
temperament

The Colorado Childhood Temperament Inventory is a
parental report inventory designed to assess the temperament of children from ages 1 to 6 years. It was derived
by factor analysis from the features identiﬁed by Thomas
and Chess in the New York Longitudinal Study and those
identiﬁed by Buss and Plomin in their original
Emotionality–Activity–Sociability–Impulsivity
(EASI)
inventory72. Recent work shows that such parent reports
are only slightly biased by the personality and mood of the
parents73. Using parent interviews and direct observations
of children, Thomas and Chess measured temperament in
terms of nine dimensions that appear early in childhood:
activity, rhythmicity, approach vs. withdrawal, adaptability, intensity of reaction, threshold of responsiveness,
quality or valence of mood, distractibility, and attention
span/persistence5, which were later adapted by Windle in
the DOTS-R for adolescents70.
In contrast, Buss and Plomin measured temperament in
terms of four behavioral factors that they found to be
heritable and developmentally stable7,18. The two systems
overlapped extensively, especially in indicators of sociability, emotionality, and impulsivity. Six temperament
factors appeared in the original merger of the two systems72. From the EASI, Emotionality (i.e., easily distressed
or irritated), Activity (i.e., highly energetic), and Sociability (i.e., easily approached, warmly responsive, prefers
presence of friends to being alone) were retained, but
EASI impulsivity was divided into two components called
Persistence (i.e., persevering, long attention span) and
Soothability (i.e., easily calmed and distracted from distress) based primarily on items from the New York
Longitudinal Study (NYLS). A sixth factor, Reaction to
Food, was also originally contributed by items from the
New York Longitudinal Study72, but later a factor for
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Table 2 Correlations (r × 100) of Strelau’s self-reports of basic energetic and temporal characteristics in adults with TCI
(n = 28269 and other temperament surveys (n = 3924)
Strelau’s formal characteristics of behavior–Temperament Inventory
Other inventories

Emotional

Briskness (quick Sensory

Activity (high Perseverance

Endurance

Reactivity

tempo,

Sensitivity (low

energy and

(tenacity under

(intense

mobility,

stimulus

social activity cessation of

arousal)

ﬂexibility)

threshold)

(persistence after
reinforcing stimuli)

long intense
stimulation)

TCI
Harm Avoidance

73

−51

−16

−54

48

−57

Novelty Seeking

−22

18

16

40

−1

6

Reward Dependence

23

−1

3

2

36

−21

Persistence

−20

19

10

21

1

13

Self-direction

−40

29

16

9

−34

25

Cooperation

−5

18

19

−11

−5

−4

Self-transcendence

7

0

6

14

12

−4

Strength of Inhibition

−30

30

7

5

−23

39

Strength of Excitation

−57

49

1

37

−38

59

Mobility

−46

43

11

30

−28

46

Distress

59

−38

−1

−30

40

−43

Fear

53

−42

−14

−25

41

−43

Anger

40

−20

7

1

31

−34

Pavlovian TS

EAS-TS

Activity

−20

31

7

48

2

15

Sociability

−17

13

−5

47

−8

6

72

−44

2

−21

59

−54

EPQ-R
Neuroticism
Extraversion

−32

27

0

73

−11

21

Psychoticism

−21

5

−13

16

−27

8

Activity-general

−8

8

0

29

4

0

Activity-sleep

13

DOTS-R

−6

2

0

12

−13

Approach vs. withdrawal −26

24

12

37

−8

20

Flexibility vs. rigidity

−33

32

−6

17

21

28

Mood quality

−17

18

9

26

−7

14

Rhythmicity–sleep

5

3

−2

−6

1

−4

Rhythmicity–eating

−9

6

−7

6

−9

1

Rhythmicity–daily habits

7

9

−6

4

−2

−10

Low distractibility

−20

22

−20

10

−13

21

Persistence

−14

15

−14

−1

−6

17

Signiﬁcant correlations are in bold (p < 0.05) or in italic (p < 0.01 plus r > 0.35)
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Shyness (i.e., inhibited and fearful around strangers) from
the EAS was substituted as a more general indicator of
fearful, inhibited behavior74. Impulsivity was dropped
when the EASI survey was modiﬁed to form the EAS
survey (see Table 2) because their measure of impulsivity
was made up of heterogeneous features that were not all
heritable or present in infancy18. Nevertheless, both Persistence and Soothability were retained in the modiﬁed
CCTI48. The four factors of Emotionality, Activity,
Sociability, and Persistence were only weakly correlated
with one another, whereas Soothability (r = −0.42) and
Reaction to Food (r = 0.25) were correlated with Emotionality (p < 0.001)72.
Thomas and Chess observed that “temperament individuality” was established by 2 or 3 months of age in the
NYLS5. They identiﬁed three temperament subtypes with
speciﬁc proﬁles (i.e., conﬁgurations of characteristics) that
were relatively stable from 2 months to 10 years of age,
which they called “easy”, “difﬁcult”, and “slow to warm
up” subtypes5,75–77 (Supplementary Table 4). Others have
conﬁrmed that the structure and levels of temperament
scales and proﬁles are moderately stable from ages 1 to 5,
and stronger thereafter, using a variety of instruments
including the CCTI, EASI, EAS, DOTS-R, and preschool
TCI or ratings of temperament proﬁles based on direct
observations in early childhood28,48,78–80. However, as
previously mentioned, there is also substantial complexity
in the development of temperament scales and proﬁles,
including multi-ﬁnality and equi-ﬁnality9–12,29. The original three prototypes described by Thomas and Chess
accounted for only 65% of children, but more advanced
prototype matching and clustering methods allow classiﬁcation of nearly all subjects26,81. As a result of the early
classiﬁcation problem, many investigators preferred to
emphasize continuous measures of temperament, usually
three linear factors corresponding to negative affectivity/
neuroticism, positive affectivity/extraversion, and effortful
control/conscientiousness, as in Rothbart’s Child Behavior Questionnaire and Early Adolescent Temperament
Questionnaire19. However, the frequent emphasis on
dimensions rather than prototypes may be questioned
because of the greater stability of proﬁles compared to
their component scales in complex adaptive systems and
developmental studies of temperament1,14, the greater
value of a proﬁle of the whole person for therapeutic
interventions81, and now our ﬁnding that genotypic
inﬂuences on temperament are acting on multidimensional proﬁles, not the individual traits commonly
measured in inventories26. Fortunately, measurement of
multiple temperament dimensions allows both quantiﬁcation of individual traits and classiﬁcation of multidimensional prototypes.
The six CCTI temperaments have been found to have
strong correlations with the TCI scales in preschoolers, as
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Table 3 Correlations (r × 100) of preschool TCI with
Colorado Childhood Temperament Inventory (CCTI) in
parent reports on 64 children at age 30 months
CCTI Dimension

HA

NS

RD

PS

SD

CO

ST

mR2

Activity

−18

14

25

0

22

0

16

20

Emotionality

57

64

−36

−9

57

−63

−25

63

Shyness

82

20

−57

−8

−33

−26

−30

77

Soothability

−46

−64

56

4

42

54

13

56

Persistence

1

−37

12

86

48

45

29

83

Sociability

−43

−15

74

8

32

30

22

61

mR2

76

61

72

84

56

57

23

Adapted from Constantino et al.48; statistically signiﬁcant correlations are shown
in bold

shown in Table 348. The CCTI temperaments accounted
for most of the variability in each of the four TCI temperaments (mR2 = 61–84%). However, CCTI scales did
not signiﬁcantly represent TCI Self-Transcendence (mR2
= 23%), which develops along with self-awareness later in
childhood and adulthood. On the other hand, TCI scales
did not signiﬁcantly represent CCTI Activity (mR2 =
20%), which measures restless motor activity, even though
they do for other scales of Activity that measure extraverted social activity or persistent and enduring activity
(e.g., Table 1, Supplementary Table 3). The relationships
between the TCI temperaments with parental reports of
preschoolers were strong and similar to those observed
with the formal characteristics of behaviors reported by
adults in Strelau’s work: Harm Avoidance with CCTI
Shyness (r = 0.82), Novelty Seeking with CCTI Emotional
irritability (r = 0.64), Reward Dependence with CCTI
Sociability (r = 0.74), and TCI Persistence with CCTI
Persistence (r = 0.86). There were also weak to moderate
correlations of TCI character traits with temperament as
measured by TCI or CCTI, as expected due to the
immature but developing functions of Self-directedness
and Cooperativeness in self-regulation of Emotionality,
Soothability, and Persistence.
Adult temperament and personality inventories

The TCI scales also have a distinct and consistent pattern of relations with inventories designed to measure
temperament or personality traits reported to be heritable
and neurobiologically-based in adults (Table 4). Data are
available about the Adult Temperament Questionnaire
(ATQ) of Evans and Rothbart82, the Zuckerman–
Kuhlman Personality Questionnaire (ZKPQ)83, the
Emotionality–Activity–Sociability (EAS) Temperament
Survey29, the revised Eysenck Personality Questionnaire83,
and the revised NEO Personality Inventory of Costa and
McCrae84. The ZKPQ has measures of Emotionality
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Table 4 Correlations (r × 100) in adults between TCI
Scales and proposed measures of temperament or
heritable personality dimensions derived by linear factor
analysis
Scales of Temperament and Character Inventory
Other inventoriesa

HA

NS

RD

PS

SD

CO

ST

ATQ
60

−51 −24

Aggressive negative affect

39

−47 −49

Extraversion

−38 28

Non-aggressive
negative affect

Orienting sensitivity
Afﬁliativeness
Effortful control

57

21

28

30
47
−37

43

38

32

2

31

52

29

41

ZKPQ
Neuroticism

−49

66

Impulsive sensation seeking −39 68

−20

28

−27

Hostility
Sociability

−38 37

Activity

−29

−32 −60

31
46

36

EAS-TS
Negative emotionality

57

Activity

−31

Sociability

−25

−53 −30
29
30

45

EPQ-R
−45

Neuroticism

59

Extraversion

−53 44

Psychoticism

41

23
−45 −29 −31 −42

NEO-PI-R
−20 −62

Neuroticism

63

Extraversion

−55 40

52

Openness

−25 43

25

Conscience

−26 −34

Agreeability

−23 40

40

25

22
37

51

41
61

20

Correlations over 0.4 in bold and other signiﬁcant correlations over 0.2 shown
a
Other inventories are Adult Temperament Scale (ATQ)82, Zuckerman–Kuhlman
Personality Questionnaire (ZKPQ)83, Emotionality–Activity–Sociability Temperament Survey (EAS-TS)29, Eysenck Personality Questionnaire (EPQ-R)83, and
Revised NEO Personality Inventory (NEO-PI-R)84

(Neuroticism), Activity, Sociability, and Impulsive Sensation Seeking, so it is the alternative ﬁve-factor model for
adults that is most similar in structure to the EAS and
EASI temperament models for children and adults (see
Table 4). These adult inventories also include selfregulatory components of personality with moderate to

strong correlations with character traits of Selfdirectedness and Cooperativeness, such as ATQ effortful
control, NEO agreeability/ATQ afﬁliativeness versus
ZKPQ hostility, and NEO conscientiousness. Just as was
observed with TCI temperaments in early childhood
(Table 3), TCI temperaments in adulthood are closely
related to other measures of adult personality traits, with
correlations between 0.5 and 0.7: Harm Avoidance with
measures of Neuroticism/Emotionality, Novelty Seeking
with Impulsivity, Reward Dependence with Sociability/
Afﬁliation/Extraversion, and Persistence with Activity/
Conscientiousness. Although these relations are moderate
to strong and indicate pervasive overlap in the overall
content of different tests of temperament and personality,
there are no simple one-to-one relations among the different tests, as can be seen in Tables 2–4 regardless of the
number and content of factors or the age of subjects.
In summary, TCI temperaments are differentially
associated with other speciﬁc temperament scales using a
variety of inventories based on a variety of characteristics,
including the formal characteristics of behavior, onset in
early childhood, developmental stability, and/or a heritable and neurobiological basis. However, these traditional
criteria have not enabled investigators to specify the
structure and content of temperament in a way that is
discrete and distinct from other aspects of personality.
The architecture of temperament and personality does
not have the linear structure that is unrealistically
assumed by linear factor analysis and classical psychometric test theory: there are signiﬁcant relations among
multiple components of one test with multiple components of other tests, rather than simple one-to-one relations between components of tests that focus on different
characteristics (e.g., on formal energetic and temporal
characteristics, on developmental stability, or heritability)
regardless of age (Tables 2–4).
As a result of the complex internal structure of multiscale temperament and personality inventories, most
widely used inventories with documented evidence of
criterion-related validity perform poorly when their
structure is evaluated by conﬁrmatory factor analysis85,86.
Even in adulthood, development is complex and nonlinear with substantial evidence of both multi-ﬁnality and
equi-ﬁnality, as is expected for the behavior of non-linear
dynamical systems involving learning to adapt to everchanging conditions14,25–27,87.
Both automatic and self-regulatory aspects of personality are heritable41,88 and some self-regulatory aspects of
personality begin to develop in early childhood19. Consequently more fundamental features of temperament
than heritability and early appearance are needed to distinguish temperament from other aspects of personality.
Therefore we will now discuss new molecular ﬁndings
about the qualitative differences in systems of learning
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that have emerged at different stages in the evolutionary
line of ancestors of modern human beings4,27,42,89 and
that may distinguish temperament from other personality
traits in a fundamental way that satisﬁes all the traditional
concepts25–27,90.

Dispositions in habit learning as the fundamental
basis of temperament
The temperament scales of the TCI were developed to
measure speciﬁc constructs of associative conditioning
based on data about the genetic structure of human
personality in twins, phenotypic structure of habit learning by associative conditioning in humans and experimental animals, and the evolution of neurobiological
mechanisms by which animals learn to adapt to changing
conditions in their environment91–94. Initially the model
was limited to temperament traits only, but has always
included subscales to measure how broad dispositions are
expressed in different situations92, as shown in Supplementary Table 2. Later observations revealed that people
with any temperament proﬁle could be healthy or
unhealthy depending on character traits of Self-directedness, Cooperativeness, and Self-Transcendence, that were
initially described on the basis of concepts from humanistic and transpersonal psychology6,13,56. We also found
that temperament and character were equally heritable41,
and hypothesized that they were distinguished by the
distinct properties of brain networks that were equally
heritable but involved in dissociable forms of learning and
memory that had emerged at different times in the long
evolutionary history of human beings: associative conditioning (i.e., classical and operant conditioning), Intentionality (i.e., self-directed and purposeful goal-seeking
and cooperative behavior for mutual beneﬁt), and Selfawareness (i.e., transpersonal or self-transcendent behaviors including creative imagination, mental time-travel,
theoretical reasoning, and appraisal of values from a
transpersonal perspective)25–27,42,95–97. Comparative analysis of neuroanatomy and emergent cognitive-behavioral
functions in the ancestors of human beings suggested that
temperament involved associative conditioning, which is
highly conserved in all animals42. In contrast, brain
functions for intentional self-regulation only emerged in
higher primates, and self-awareness with creative capacities for art, science, and spirituality is present only in
modern human beings42,45,89,95,98. These three brain networks normally interact in a coordinated manner99–101,
but they are dissociable developmentally45,46,102 and
functionally45,100,101,103–106.
A major limitation of earlier model-driven approaches
to constructing temperament and personality inventories
has been the tendency of people to ﬁt their data to
questionable assumptions of classical test theory using
linear factor analysis. As we have just described in the
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prior section, the approach of ﬁtting data to models has
resulted in the failure to produce a consensus about how
to measure temperament or how to distinguish it from
other aspects of personality because people begin and end
with different theories. Likewise, the tendency to ﬁt genotypic data to models with the assumption that genes act
independently of one another in the development of
complex phenotypes like temperament and character is
unrealistic because there is strong evidence of extensive
gene–gene interaction for these traits107. In fact, prior
estimates of gene–gene interaction in family studies of
twins account for ~50% of the broad heritability of a
variety of personality traits, with a range of 25–77%108–112,
as summarized in Supplementary Table 5.
The model-driven approach to genome-wide association studies has failed to uncover the genotypic–
phenotypic structure of complex traits and left most
variability in complex traits unexplained by observed
genotypes107. Instead of the estimates of 50% heritability
of personality expected from twin studies, the heritability
explained by SNPs has usually been ~10%, with a range of
0–21%113–123, as summarized in Supplementary Table 6.
Therefore, we sought a data-driven method to test theories by ﬁtting models to the data without restrictive and
arbitrary theoretical assumptions.
We used a data-driven method called Phenotype–
Genotype Many-to-many Relations Analysis (PGMRA) to
identify SNPs that map to 972 genes that explained nearly
all the variability in both temperament and character
expected from twin studies in three independent samples
of Finns, Germans, and Koreans25–27. Our machine
learning approach124,125 uses the Non-Negative Matrix
Factorization (NMF) method, which identiﬁes multidimensional patterns within different types of data, such
as quantitative or categorical phenotypes, genotypes,
environmental variables, and/or voxels of neuroimages25–
27,126–128
. To uncover the natural genotypic–phenotypic
architecture of a complex trait like temperament, PGMRA
ﬁrst dissects genome-wide data and uncovers a genotypic
architecture composed of sets of SNPs shared by subsets
of individuals (i.e., SNP sets), thereby allowing for complex genotypic information (such as gene–gene interaction and linkage disequilibrium) independent of any
information about the phenotype. Next, phenotypic data
are independently organized into natural sets of features,
such as conﬁgurations of temperament traits shared by
subsets of individuals (i.e., phenotypic sets); this allows for
complex phenotypic interactions, such as heterogeneous
temperament proﬁles, independent of any information
about the genotype. Cross-matching of the two types of
sets reveals multiple associations restricted to subgroups
of individuals, thereby allowing for complex developmental phenomena, such as multi-ﬁnality and equiﬁnality. Other variable domains can also be integrated
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into the analysis, such as parental rearing, cultural inﬂuences, and other environmental exposures with or without
measuring genotypes. The data-driven algorithm functions to extract and organize as much information as is
available to increase the study power, so that moderately
sized samples of people who are thoroughly assessed can
be well powered107,128.
Our discovery sample was the Young Finns Study, an
epidemiological study of 2149 healthy Finnish children
followed regularly from 1980 (ages 3–18 years) to 2012
(ages 35–50)129. All subjects had thorough standardized
genotypic, environmental, and phenotypic assessments,
including administration of the Temperament and Character Inventory (TCI) in 1997, 2001, 2007, and 20128,129.
We replicated the results in two independent samples of
902 healthy adults from Germany130 and 1052 from
Korea131,132 in which comparable genotypic and phenotypic features were available25,26. PGMRA was used to
uncover the complex genotypic–phenotypic associations
in the two replication samples (Germans and Koreans)
independent of information about the discovery sample.
The process used in the discovery sample was blindly and
independently repeated in each replication sample without assuming homogeneity within or across samples107.
We accounted for ethnicity in each sample by using the
ﬁrst three principal components for ancestral stratiﬁcation of SNP genotypes25,26. Then matching of
genotypic–phenotypic associations across samples was
identiﬁed using parsimonious models that balance accuracy with model complexity, thereby avoiding overﬁtting133. Models were learned independently in diverse
samples to provide a stringent test of reproducibility
despite complexity that might result from possible
genetic,
ethnic,
cultural
and
environmental
heterogeneity107.
We identiﬁed three clusters of people using the TCI
temperament scales that measure individual differences in
associative conditioning, behavioral activity, and emotional reactivity26. The three clusters corresponded closely
to temperament clusters described by Thomas and Chess
as “easy”, “difﬁcult”, and “slow to warm-up”76,77. People in
our “reliable” cluster resembled children with an “easy
temperament” and adults who were conscientious extraverts because they were well-controlled in activity and
were warm and calm emotionally. In other words, they
were high in Reward Dependence (i.e., sentimental,
friendly, approval-seeking), low in Novelty Seeking (i.e.,
deliberate, thrifty, orderly), low in Harm Avoidance (i.e.,
optimistic, conﬁdent, outgoing, and vigorous), and high in
Persistence (i.e., determined). People in our “sensitive”
temperament cluster resembled children with a “difﬁcult
temperament” and adults who are neurotic and unstable
because they were under-controlled in activity and emotionally hypersensitive. Put another way, they were high in
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Harm Avoidance (i.e., pessimistic, fearful, shy, and fatigable), high in Novelty Seeking (i.e., impulsive, extravagant), and high in Reward Dependence (i.e.,
sentimental, friendly), so they frequently had approachavoidance conﬂicts, rejection sensitivity, and disorganized
attachments. People in our “antisocial” temperament
cluster resembled children with a “slow to warm” temperament and adults who are socially detached, careless,
and impulsive. That is, they were low in Reward Dependence (i.e., cold, detached, independent), low in Persistence (i.e., easily discouraged), and high in Novelty
Seeking (i.e., extravagant, rule-breaking, but not inquisitive), which is frequently associated with maladaptive
antisocial conduct.
We found 51 SNP sets that mapped to 736 gene loci and
were signiﬁcantly associated with one or more of the
temperament sets. The neuronal functions and molecular
processes associated with particular SNP sets and temperament proﬁles are shown in Table 5. Seventy-four
percent of the identiﬁed genes were unique to a speciﬁc
temperament proﬁle, but 20 of the 51 SNP sets show
substantial multi-ﬁnality (pleiotropy) in which at least
25% of carriers of the SNP set have different temperament
proﬁles (Table 5). Such detailed data about the
genotypic–phenotypic relations of temperament clusters
are only available using the TCI. However, to facilitate
consideration by readers familiar with other tests and to
guide future investigation, the replicated TCI ﬁndings can
be tentatively translated into proﬁles using scales measured by eight other major models of temperament and
personality for which the relations with the TCI are
known (see Supplementary Table S7). The genotypic sets
distinguish people with distinct temperament proﬁles, so
different descriptive models are hypothesized to capture
the same clusters from various perspectives based on their
correlations with the TCI: most traits in each system are
at least moderately correlated with one or more TCI
temperaments that differentiate the associated genotypic
clusters.
Put another way, the different models that have been
developed for measuring temperament are like dialects of
a common language with inconsistent accretions from
their variable integration with character traits during
development. The inconsistencies between these dialects
are minimized when they are restricted to the multidimensional conﬁgurations that are associated with the
common genotypic language of temperament. For
example, each model of temperament identiﬁes highly
Harm Avoidant people as neurotic introverts (i.e., people
who are high in Neuroticism, Negative Emotionality, or
Emotional Reactivity) and low in Extraversion. However,
Extraversion (i.e., positive emotionality) is a complex
composite of low Harm Avoidance, high Novelty Seeking,
high Reward Dependence, and some contributions from
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Table 5 Neuronal functions and molecular processes associated with particular SNP sets and temperament proﬁles,
including reliable (R), sensitive (S), and antisocial (A) proﬁles, and numbers of subjects and of genes mapped to each
SNP set
Neuronal functions

SNP set

SNP set name

genes n

subjects n

Temperament proﬁles

Neuroplasticity

G_28_15

Estrogen neuroplasticity

29

101

S or A

G_41_33

GPCR neuroplasticity

15

56

S

G_28_10

WD/CDK neuroplasticity

8

46

R

G_38_23

Sensory sensitivity

16

39

S

G_30_28

Hippocampal synaptic plasticity

10

34

S

G_12_1

Episodic memory

66

146

R

G_7_3

Neurogenesis

128

133

S or A

G_12_11

Ras-AKT interaction

4

105

R, S, or A

G_31_8

Neurotrophin

60

54

S or A

Long-term memory

Energy production

Cognitive ﬂexibility

Resistance to stress, injury, & aging

Cholinergic neuromodulation

Fear conditioning

Stress reactivity

G_26_14

Glucose transport

25

46

S or A

G_25_20

Fatty acid oxidation

3

33

R

G_36_29

Electron transport

49

25

S

G_21_18

Cognitive ﬂexibility

15

116

R or A

G_38_17

MAPK memory enhancement

13

14

R

G_5_3

Regulation pathways

2

172

R

G_8_8

Global inositol/chemokine pathways

286

224

R

G_12_8

Neuroprotection

111

173

R, A, or S

G_16_15

Interleukin-2 neuroimmune response

7

94

A

G_21_17

TGFβ resistance to aging

26

67

R

G_33_33

TGFβ memory enhancement

13

49

R

G_30_10

TNF-based resilience

6

47

R

G_37_6

Methylation-based gene silencing

23

26

R

G_20_2

Enhanced memory

18

25

R

G_13_10

Cholinergic neuromodulation

17

148

R

G_13_12

Acetylcholine biosynthesis

1

78

S or R

G_21_16

Acetylcholine biosynthesis

1

37

S or A

G_25_3

Acetylcholine biosynthesis

2

16

S or A

G_30_9

ERK-IP3-PKC stress interaction

52

69

S

G_39_21

RGS negative emotionality

5

56

S

G_41_37

PI3K-MAPK cognitive function

11

41

S

G_7_2

GPCR dysregulation

147

211

S or A

G_9_2

Serotonin-cytokine interaction

11

140

S or A

G_16_5

ERK-IP3-PKC stress memory

1

87

R

G_14_12

Ras-based stress memory

22

83

A

G_21_3

cellular senescence

39

60

S or A

G_11_7

HPA stress reactivity

11

26

S or A

G_33_4

ERK-PKA interaction

6

24

S or A

G_38_38

Ion permeability

18

38

S
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Table 5 continued
Neuronal functions

Conditioning of dopaminergic activation

Conditioning of neuroexcitability

Habit extinction

genes n

subjects n

SNP set

SNP set name

Temperament proﬁles

G_22_6

Blood-brain barrier permeability

30

37

S or A

G_42_39

Approach-avoidance conﬂict

11

19

S

G_16_1

PI3K-based memory

11

108

A

G_35_22

PI3K-based memory

5

43

S or A

G_39_26

mTOR myelination

26

20

S or A

G_7_7

Olfaction

58

145

A

G_13_3

ERK-conditioned impulsivity

21

95

S or A

G_35_7

PI3K-based memory

12

32

A

G_37_14

Neuroexcitability

12

21

A

G_36_18

Brain RNA biosynthesis

4

19

A

G_38_13

Glucuronidase habit extinction

7

60

R, A, or S

G_19_3

Glucuronidase habit extinction

5

48

S

G_40_5

Mannosidase habit extinction

3

16

A

25

Adapted from Zwir et al. , Tables 1 and 3
73.6% of the 736 genes associated with temperament were unique to a single temperament proﬁle: 266 with reliable, 236 with sensitive, and 40 with antisocial

character traits (Tables 2 and 3). Consequently, Extraversion can indicate any of these TCI traits depending on
its conﬁgurations with low Neuroticism (indicating low
Harm Avoidance), high Impulsivity (indicating high
Novelty Seeking), and/or high Sociability (indicating high
Reward Dependence). Different inventories measure what
they call high Activity in qualitatively different ways: it
may involves extraverted social activity (i.e., high Reward
Dependence, as in the Strelau FCB inventory), persistent
and enduring activity (i.e., high Persistence, as in the
ZKPQ or the Strelau FCB Inventory), or restless motor
behavior, as in the EAS or CCTI, which is not consistently
associated with TCI temperaments (see Tables 2 and 3).
Like restless motor activity, TCI character traits are
variably associated with TCI temperaments, as are ZKPQ
Hostility and NEO Agreeability. Rothbart’s CBQ effortful
control and NEO conscientiousness are composites of
high TCI Persistence plus the self-regulatory character
trait measured by high Self-directedness in the TCI. There
is certainly loss of speciﬁcity for genotypic associations
with such heterogeneous measures, but the multidimensional proﬁles should provide a useful tool for
investigators without access to genotypic data about their
own model, or for investigators to test the robustness of
our genotypic ﬁndings with other models. We hope this
information will also encourage more work with both
individual dimensions and multidimensional proﬁles,
which have complementary utility.
What then is the common genotypic language of temperament? Most of the identiﬁed genes were enriched in
pathways activated by associative conditioning in animals,

including the ERK, PI3K, and related protein kinase
pathways, which are highly conserved in all animals
(Fig. 2). When activated, the Ras-MEK-ERK cascade (also
known as the mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK)
pathway) and the PI3K-AKT-mTOR cascade serve as the
major cellular mechanisms for response to extracellular
stimuli, including activation of processes that promote
synaptic plasticity, associative conditioning, and longterm memory134–138. The cell-surface receptors for these
pathways can be activated by a wide variety of physiological, psychosocial, and energetic stimuli that vary in
positive and negative valence and in consequences for
health and survival136,139,140. Changes in these pathways
in response to associative conditioning occur in a coordinated manner with related processes including stress
reactivity141, neuronal and glial growth142, and neurotransmission143. Both pathways converge on mTOR,
which allows modulation of their joint action and circadian rhythmicity (Fig. 2)26,144,145.
In summary, our ﬁndings suggest that individual differences in associative conditioning (habit learning, including
classical and operant conditioning) may be the fundamental molecular mechanism for human temperament.
Individual differences in associative conditioning provides
a precise deﬁnition and causal mechanism that accounts
for all the traditional concepts about temperament being
distinguished from other aspects of personality by its
formal behavioral style (how we learn) and emotional
reactivity, which correspond to response patterns that are
highly conserved in all animals, present in people from
early childhood, and moderately stable across the life span.
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Fig. 2 Cell displaying the molecular pathways containing genes associated with human temperament as measured by the Temperament and
Character Inventory. The genes inﬂuence the Ras-MEK-ERK (MAPK), PI3K-AKT-mTOR, and Protein Kinase A, B, C pathways that regulate associative
conditioning (reproduced from Fig. 2c of Zwir et al.25, Uncovering the Complex Genetics of Human Temperament)

However, these ﬁndings also open up many more
questions for future study by investigators with diverse
interests and skills. Temperament researchers have varied
in whether they focused on individual traits or subtypes
deﬁned by proﬁles of multiple traits. We found that most
of the genes for each associated with each temperament
subtype were unique to that subtype, which suggests that
the natural unit of measurement of temperament are
proﬁles of multiple traits within an individual, not single
traits that differ between individuals90. Nevertheless,
activation of the genotypic sets leads to different behavioral responses in response to different environmental
challenges, so this needs to be considered, as we begin to
describe in the next section. The same person can carry
multiple genotypic sets, so their individual traits may be a
mixture of the effects of these multiple genotypic sets, as
we have described elsewhere25,26 along with vignettes of
the pure prototypes27. In addition, environmental inﬂuences during development can inﬂuence the development

of temperament substantially by inﬂuences on the way the
antecedents of temperament and character become integrated and self-actualized, as we have also begun to
explore27. Identifying the fundamental molecular
mechanisms underlying temperament is expected to help
move its investigation forward in a more integrated way,
and opens up many opportunities for translational
research and practice. We will illustrate some basic
questions that need more thorough study by available
results regarding stimuli that allowed observers to
recognize the distinguishing features of temperament in
antiquity and that may still guide us in developing interventions to facilitate the healthy functioning of people by
understanding their temperament.

Psychobiological modulation of temperamentrelated molecular pathways
Observations of temperament provide a direct window
by which we can observe the powerful mechanisms that
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evolved in animals to allow rapid and effective adaptations
to extracellular stimuli that are essential for the health and
survival of all animals. Temperaments evolved in ways
that help animals to adapt to naturally occurring variation
in external and internal stimuli, which is essential for
cellular proliferation and plasticity, resistance to degenerative processes (related to stress, injury, and aging),
regulation of immune and inﬂammatory response, and
maintenance of energy production, in addition to processes that mediate habit learning, emotional reactivity,
cognitive ﬂexibility, sensory sensitivity, and circadian
rhythmicity, as shown for the functions of temperamentrelated SNP sets in Table 526,146–148. Consequently the
molecular mechanisms underlying temperament may play
important roles in susceptibility to the common diseases
that burden modern society as a result of direct expression in particular organs and as a result of indirect
inﬂuences mediated by lifestyle behaviors26,147–153.
The effects of key physiological and energetic extracellular stimuli on the Ras-MEK-ERK and PI3K-AKTmTOR cascades related to temperament are summarized
in Table 6. These stimuli are important regulators of
adaptive responses to diurnal, seasonal, and climactic
variation in conditions that require automatic adaptation
in order to maintain cellular homeostasis, healthy functioning, and repair mechanisms. These stimuli correspond
to changing diurnal and seasonal conditions to which
animals must adapt for their health, reproduction, and
survival despite changes between hot and cold temperatures154–158, light and dark luminosity145,159,160, and other
conditions including exposure to electromagnetic
ﬁelds161–168, variable supplies of water169–172 and nutrients172, and variable demands for physical activity173–175
and opportunities for sleep176–178. Under experimental or
natural conditions, diurnal and seasonal rhythmicity in
activity is associated with individual differences in TCI
temperaments: people who are high in Novelty Seeking
prefer to be more active late at night rather than in the
morning179–181 and are more likely to have been born
during the long photoperiod of summer than the short
photoperiod of winter181,182. Furthermore, diurnal
rhythms in activity are associated with seasonal rhythms
in activity, emotionality, sociability, and body temperature180, much like the descriptions of distinguishing features of the classical temperament subtypes
(Supplementary Table 1).

Translating the new genetics of temperament for
research and practice
The ﬁrst and major implication of the new genetic
ﬁndings is a precise deﬁnition of temperament, which is
really a fundamental need for good communication and
incremental research progress within any scientiﬁc ﬁeld.
Based on the ﬁndings reviewed here, we propose the
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following deﬁnition: Temperament is the disposition of a
person to learn how to behave, react emotionally, and form
attachments automatically by associative conditioning
(that is, rapidly and spontaneously, without conscious
attention or reﬂection in response to changing internal and
external conditions). Each part of the deﬁnition outside
the explanation in parenthesis is essential: (1) temperament is the organization within an individual (i.e., a disposition, or set of distinguishing features) of how a person
learns, not what, when, where, or why they learn; it
involves the form and style of how a person learns; (2) the
characteristic features involve what can be learned by
associative conditioning, which include habitual patterns
of behavior, emotional reactions, and attachments; (3)
learning by associative conditioning in response to
changing conditions is automatic and spontaneous (that
is, without delay for conscious attention or reﬂection).
We propose that these criteria are necessary and sufﬁcient to deﬁne temperament precisely. Our proposed
deﬁnition is sufﬁcient because it implies all the traditional
criteria proposed for temperament, and it is necessary
because the other criteria are non-speciﬁc when used
individually or in combination. From this basic deﬁnition,
it follows that the predisposition to temperament is innate
and heritable, but its expression may change in response
to associative conditioning, which can be modiﬁed by
brain development or injury and by its integration with
other systems of learning and memory related to other
aspects of personality involving self-regulatory processes
for intentional self-control and creative self-awareness.
Associative conditioning is highly conserved in all animals, whereas intentional self-control emerged only in
higher primates and self-awareness in human beings25–27.
The integration of these systems is manifest in the complex and dynamic patterns of development that are
observed for personality, language, art, and science across
the life span of a person in response to changing
conditions27.
We suggest that the proposed deﬁnition of temperament captures all the traditional concepts with speciﬁcity
and precision, distinguishing it from other aspects of
personality with which it becomes integrated during
development. For example, a temperament can be
unambiguously distinguished by heritable differences in
behavioral conditioning; what is inherited as temperament
is limited to the habit learning system, the component of
procedural learning that is evolutionarily conserved in all
animals. Cognitive systems for intentional self-control
that emerged in higher primates may begin to interact
with temperament from an early age19, but they involve
fundamentally distinct molecular processes and brain
structures than does temperament42,43. This deﬁnition
yields the expected features of appearance in early childhood, prominence of basic emotions and automatic
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Table 6 Effects of physiological and energetic extracellular stimuli on temperament-related Ras-ERK (MAPK) and PI3KAKT-mTOR pathways
Extracellular stimulus
Temperature
Cold

Effect on Ras- Effect on PI3K-AKT-mTOR Cellular response
ERK

References

Inhibition

Hypothermic stress154
repair of injury155

Hot
Luminosity (visible light)
Dark
Bright
Electromagnetic ﬁelds
External high frequency
(not protected)

Activation

Hydration
Dry

Wet

Heat stress156,157
anabolic switch158

Activation

Inhibition
Activation

Slows and dampens circadian rhythmicity via mTOR
Accelerates and enhances circadian rhythmicity via
mTOR, directs neurite outgrowth via Ras-ERK

Night 145
Visible light pulses145,159,160

Inhibition

Inhibition

Exposure to non-thermal high-frequency EMF impairs
hippocampus function, emotional stability, passiveavoidance learning, and regulation of impulse-control
via inhibited Ras-Erk, and inhibited AKT and voltagegated calcium channel signaling of self-control
Administration of melatonin and omega-3 fatty acids
protects against the harmful effects of non-thermal
high-frequency EMF
Exposure to low-intensity, frequency-modulated EMF
can inhibit or activate depending on frequency, site, and
temperament. 24 HZ EMF inhibits cell proliferation by
inhibiting Ras-ERK (MAPK) pathways. In contrast, 10 HZ
transcranial magnetic stimulation of dorsolateral PFC
reduces negative affect in ways related to temperament
and ERK pathway (uncoupling subgenual ACC from
default mode network is reduced by higher Harm
Avoidance, and increased by higher Persistence). Antidepressant effects involve activation of Ras-Erk with
proliferation of hippocampal-derived neural stem cells)

External non-thermal
GHz EMF exposure161,162

External high frequency
(protected)
Low-intensity and lowfrequency EMF

Quiescence (cold slows growth and metabolism,
promotes repair of injury, reduces pain and
inﬂammation)
Growth and proliferation (heat increases growth and
switches cells from catabolic to anabolic processes)

Inhibition or
activation

Inhibition

Dehydration inhibits components like AMPK and TSC
around mTOR signaling, thereby reducing cellular
energy from glucose intake, glycogen synthesis,
lipogenesis, and ERK expression
Hydration promotes Ras-ERK and mTOR signaling,
increasing cellular energy availability

Activation

Nutrition
Fasting

Inhibition by nutrient and
energy depletion

Feeding

Activation by various
nutrients, particularly
amino-acids, insulin-and
growth-factor signaling

Exercise
Inactive
Active

Low activity
Activation

Sleep
Deprived

Inhibition

Unlimited

Activation

Low activity
Activation

Neuroprotection from
non-thermal EMF163
Frequency-modulated
10–25 HZ EMF
exposure164–168

Hyper-osmotic
dehydration169,170

Hypo-osmotic
hydration171,172

The mTOR complex depends on nutrient availability so Nutrient sensing by
its activity is reduced by diverse mechanisms of energy mTOR172
depletion
Nutrient sensing by
mTOR172

Endurance training173–175
Exercise activates both ERK and mTOR signaling via
increased expression of AMPK, CAMK4, and p38 genes,
leading to increased cellular growth, energy availability
from mitochondrial biogenesis in multiple body tissues,
including neurons and muscle, and increased
morphological plasticity of muscle and increased insulin
sensitivity in diabetes and obesity.
Sleep deprivation176,177
Sleep deprivation reduces expression of Ras-ERK
pathway, leading to impaired learning and memory, as
observed in parasomnias associated with increased
Novelty Seeking
Duration of sleep is regulated by ERK pathway by effects Modulation of sleep and
on expression of activity-dependent neuromodulators wakefulness178
like norepinephrine during wakefulness
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behaviors, and moderate stability over time, which also
distinguish temperament from other aspects of personality, as summarized in Table 1.
An alternative deﬁnition is that “temperament refers to
neurochemically based individual differences in the regulation of formal dynamical aspects of behavior22.”
Reference to the formal dynamical aspects of behavior, as
did Strelau (see Table 2), is useful to exclude character,
but does not capture the rhythmicity and responsiveness
to physiological stimuli (e.g., hot/cold, wet/dry, light/dark)
that is prominent in classical concepts of temperament
(Supplementary Table 1), the prominence of social
attachments (sociable/aloof) (Tables 2–4), or in the
molecular processes for regulation of diurnal and seasonal
rhythms that we identiﬁed as fundamental features of the
molecular pathways underlying temperament (Tables 2
and 6). We propose that only the form of learning (i.e.,
associative conditioning) and its evolutionary conservation are necessary and sufﬁcient criteria for temperament
because of the non-speciﬁcity of other criteria.
Several traditions that have approached temperament in
different ways17 can now be recognized as converging and
providing complementary information about how temperament and other aspects of personality develop across
the life span. Deﬁning temperament in terms of a speciﬁc
and heritable form of learning makes it clear that distinctions between nature and nurture, biology and
learning, genes and environment are inadequate. Temperament is the manifestation of a speciﬁc form of
learning and memory, which is a non-linear dynamical
process associated with complex patterns of inheritance
and development. Individual differences in these adaptive
processes are being investigated in terms of speciﬁc
human
brain
functions
using
brain-imaging
techniques96,97,126,183.
The temperament and character domains of personality
do not function independently, so it is not surprising that
investigators interested in temperament or personality
often address similar questions. At times the overlap and
interaction of temperament and character has led to
confusion about what belongs to which domain because
people function as whole organisms embedded in the
world. We have identiﬁed the networks that integrate
these domains and described their architecture, but there
remains a need for further research to understand the
integrative processes that bring the emotional reactivity of
temperament together in balanced way with emotional
regulation of character.
Personality research has closely aligned itself with
temperament research by its emphasis on stability and use
of similar methods based on assumptions of linear
structure. However, it is crucial to recognize that personality has a complex biopsychosocial structure that is a
product of interactions among multiple systems of
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learning memory that are dissociable functionally and
developmentally.
Our ﬁndings about the complex genetics of temperament and character can best be understood from an
evolutionary-developmental
perspective.
The
evolutionary-developmental perspective helps to understand the adaptive functions of the molecular processes
that distinguish temperament from other aspects of personality. The functions of the Ras-MEK-ERK and PI3KAKT-mTOR pathways serve to maintain cellular homeostasis, healthy functioning, and repair of injury and
degeneration despite diurnal, seasonal, and climactic
changes in a person’s internal and external environment.
Diverse stimuli can activate the molecular systems
underlying temperament in coordinated ways that provide
opportunities for effective interventions. However, there
is great need for clinical trials to clarify how to use these
natural stimuli effectively. As we begin to recognize that
the psychobiological and genetic networks that regulate
health and well-being correspond to systems of learning
and memory, we have the opportunity and responsibility
to develop and advocate an evidence-based approach to
psychiatry that integrates knowledge about molecular,
neurobiological, and psychosocial processes. The molecular aspects of psychiatry are only one level of organization that helps to open our eyes to the full multi-level
organization of human functioning.
We have found that combining genotypic and phenotypic information does provide more information about
health than does phenotypic information alone25,26.
Consequently, genotypic panels for assessing the health
propensities of people based on their personality are likely
to be developed and offered commercially, as is being
done for complex medical disorders. However, what has
not been acknowledged by such commercial ventures is
that the development of common disorders is highly
complex and depends on the interaction of many sets of
genotypic and environmental variables. Polygenic risk
scores are not adequate for precise assessment of temperament because they rely on the average effects of genes
acting independently, which can provide only weak and
inconsistent information about personal health or risks of
complex phenotypes in a speciﬁc individual (Supplementary Table 6)107. Even when complex phenomena (i.e.,
pleiotropy, epistasis, and gene-environment interaction)
are taken into account, it turns out that the same genotypic proﬁles can be expressed in ways that are either
healthy or unhealthy because of differences in the
coherence of processes that regulate expression of genes
and co-expression of sets of genes, often involving long
non-coding RNA genes or a few “switch genes” that distinguish healthy and unhealthy character proﬁles25,27. For
example, every possible TCI temperament proﬁle can be
either healthy or unhealthy, depending on a person’s
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character proﬁle; there are average differences in risk
between proﬁles, but nothing can be said about how
healthy a particular individual is from their temperament
alone14. Until we learn more about the processes that
regulate the expression of protein-coding genes27, the
additional costs and worries introduced by genetic testing
of personality and/or common diseases may be unjustiﬁed
when most information of practical value for personalized
treatment planning is provided by improved phenotypic
assessment at a lower cost. In addition, there are serious
ethical issues concerning germline editing of the human
genome to modify heritable human traits184. Our current
reservations about the merits and dangers of introducing
genotypic panels for enhanced personality assessment will
need to be revisited once we gain more knowledge about
the regulation of co-expression of sets of genes that lead
to well-being and ill-being.
Psychopharmacology has already made substantial
advances in developing treatments designed to target
speciﬁc receptors, which can be an effective strategy when
a small number of receptors cause a disorder consistently.
However, when heterogeneous disorders depend on
complex interactions among many genes and environmental variables, it is difﬁcult or impossible to design
interventions that are broadly effective and well tolerated.
Fortunately, we already know that the molecular
mechanisms underlying temperaments evolved to help
organisms adapt to naturally occurring physiological,
psychosocial, and energetic stimuli, as was observed in
antiquity. What is most important now is to consider how
our molecular and clinical observations can be translated
into useful interventions for disease reduction and health
promotion. Use of cold (e.g., cryotherapy)185,186, heat (e.g.,
infrared light therapy)187, light exposure (e.g., bright light
therapy)188,189, patterned EMF (e.g., transcranial magnetic
stimulation)167, and lifestyle adjustments to optimize
hydration, nutrition, exercise, and sleep190,191 have been
widely advocated, but often produce weak and inconsistent results, particularly when there is inadequate
motivation for change192 or limited understanding of the
underlying mechanisms and the parameters critical for
efﬁcacy193,194.
Furthermore, there is extensive evidence that treatments of temperament are most effective when treatment
addresses all three systems of learning and memory in a
coordinated manner: behavioral conditioning, intentional
self-control, and self-aware evaluation need to be integrated in order to be strongly and consistently effective in
promoting health and well-being27,190,195–198. Put another
way, relating a person’s current well-being to both their
temperament and character provides powerful motivation
for a person to change199. Fortunately, such thorough
phenotypic assessments can also be expected to improve
clinical trials by increasing study power in moderate-sized
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samples with stronger and more consistent results than
have been obtained in poorly characterized and heterogeneous groups of subjects107.
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